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Why The Front Plate Matters…



• LPR helps to identify vehicles not people
• LPR does what officers have always done, check and note license plates
• Dedicated LPR cameras uses Infrared Illumination 
• Software to generate alerts or hits
• Antithesis of profiling
• Investigative tool for law enforcement purposes only
• No red light or revenue generation
• Presence and placement of both plates IS KEY!!!!

It Matters for… Technology



It Matters To… Officers on Patrol

Rear Plates – Vehicles Moving away Front Plates – Vehicles approaching
Officers have to look back – Alerts at a greater distance Officers can see Vehicle – Alert / quicker response



It Matters To… Responding Officers

A resident called in suspicious 
activity on Elbrook Avenue 
located in Amberley 
Village. One of our patrol units 
LPR picked up a license plate 
coming out of the sub-division 
as it responded to the reported 
scene. As the officer exited his 
vehicle a subject on the 
property fled with the officer 
giving chase

Detective Jeff Norton 
- Amberley Village Police

Vehicle was read at 
6:23 p.m.

Vehicle belonged to 
a homicide victim 

who was discovered 
murdered in his 

apartment at

5:00 p.m.

Cincinnati DOUBLE 
HOMICIDE



It Matters to… All Types of Crimes



It Matters…When it’s NOT There!



It Matters for… The Ability to Share Data

Ohio Only Last 60 Days Ohio/Indiana/Kentucky/Part of WV



It Matters to… Homeland Security

State and major urban area fusion centers (fusion centers) serve as primary focal points within the 
state and local environment for the receipt, analysis, gathering, and sharing of threat-related 
information among federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) partners. Located in states and 
major urban areas throughout the country, fusion centers are uniquely situated to empower front-
line law enforcement, public safety, fire service (PDF - 22 pages, 2.21 MB), emergency 
response, public health, critical infrastructure protection (PDF - 30 pages, 3.54 MB)

Source: https://www.dhs.gov/national-network-fusion-centers-fact-sheet



It Matters To… Video Systems



Dots indicate 
locations of LPR 
cameras

It Matters To… Protect the Public



Current and Historical Data 

Front plate Capture 2 months prior 
Rear plate capture 4 min before shooting 

6/27/2013  19:33:46

All area LPR cameras were reviewed to identify any gold sedans in the area 20 
minutes before/after the shooting.  Left image is one of  six identified. Video 
at the frame level indicates a blueish front bumper. Re-running those 6 plates 
in the historical LPR database  yielded the photo on the right. Historical LPR 
reads show a front facing image of the same vehicle with a blue bumper.

It Matters To… Public Safety



It Matters To… The Evidence

After an argument between two groups of individuals 
outside a restaurant in the newly renovated Clifton U 
Square Area just outside of University of Cincinnati’s 
Campus, one of the individuals used her vehicle to strike 
individuals from the other group of people. 

Officer Grein’s investigation shows the suspect repaired 
her vehicle in an attempt to hide the damage from the 
assault.  The vehicle had no windshield damage when 
brought to him at the station for inspection.  Officer 
Grein then used the License Plate Recognition System by 
searching for photos of the reported striking vehicle.  
The officer located a front plate capture showing 
windshield damage nine hours after the incident.

He also located an image from a few days after showing 
no damage, indicating the windshield had been 
repaired.



It Matters To… Victims

Delhi police say a road-rage incident spilled into a Kroger Pharmacy drive-thru on Delhi Road.
The victim, Shirley Hollansworth, 67, says it all happened after she honked her horn to alert a driver ahead of 
her.  Hollansworth lowered her window.  That's when the woman assaulted her, hitting and scratching her face.

"I was very scared because thinking about it now, it could have been, she could have had a gun. I mean, to 
proceed to follow somebody that close, into where you were going, that is scary," Hollansworth said.

Police now need help ID'ing the driver of this car.

Police: Road rage incident spills into pharmacy drive-thru
DELHI TWP, Ohio — Updated: 5:51 PM EDT Apr 13, 2018  



It Matters To… Victims (cont.)

The plate given by the victim was incorrect (this is very common) however by using 
the LPR we were able to run several queries to get the correct plate and photos of 
the vehicle along with a location.  

Officers drove immediately to the location and the car was in the driveway.



Crime-fighting tool helps reunite missing dogs with owners
by Angela Ingram, WKRC     Friday, February 15th 2019

EAST PRICE HILL, Ohio (WKRC) –

Felicia Smith and her husband own three Akitas: Hannah and her puppies Butterscotch 
and Kelsey.  Last Saturday, the family was frantic when two of the dogs got loose. Smith 
and her husband split up and drove around the neighborhood looking for their dogs. 
She was driving along Rosemont Avenue when she flagged down Officer Alex Saulsbury.
Saulsbury had not seen the dogs and drove off, but he had license plate readers on his 
vehicle capturing Smith’s data.
“This car has two on it. The one I drive has three. It’s like having two other officers 
with two other computers in your car,“ Saulsbury said.
Call it a fluke or a blessing, but Butterscotch and Hannah ended up in front of Heather 
Whitton‘s home.  Later that evening, Saulsbury saw Whitton‘s post about the missing 
dogs.
He remembered passing Smith and took the time to go back through the LPR storage 
[found her plate] and [used another database and] found her address.   

It Matters To… Puppies!



International Association of Chiefs of Police 
American Association of Motor Vehicle Association 

It Matters…Nationally


